Saturday, Sept. 16
10am–7pm
Sara D. Roosevelt Park
Basketball Courts at E. Houston St. & Chrystie St.
ideas-city.org
@ideascity
IdeasCity NewYork

IdeasCity is a collaborative, civic, and creative platform that starts from the premise that art and culture are essential to the future vitality of cities. This international initiative provides a forum for designers, artists, technologists, and policymakers to exchange ideas, identify challenges, propose solutions, and engage the public’s participation. The initiative was co-founded by Lisa Phillips, Toby Devan Lewis Director, and Karen Wong, Deputy Director, the New Museum.


Map

IdeasCity New York is located at Sara D. Roosevelt Park, on the basketball courts at E. Houston and Chrystie Streets.

There are three rings of event spaces and meeting points, including:

Forum
The Forum Stage will present keynote lectures, conversations, and a mayors panel.

Assembly
The Assembly Stage will host panel discussions, workshops, and debates.

Studio
The Studio Tables will feature work by partner organizations.

A, B, C, D
A, B, C, and D are location points for all-day events and workshops, and meeting points for off-site walking tours.

The IdeasCity Team is Joseph Grima, Vere van Gool, Ladi’Sasha Jones, Chiara Siravo, Emma Macdonald, Nicholas Liong, and Richard Flood.
Schedule

Forum | Assembly | Studio / A, B, C, D
--- | --- | ---
2:00pm | Julien Frydman, LUMA Arles | “Setting the Table for Tomorrow”
A panel discussion on the future of food with Angela Dimayuga of Mission Chinese, Tanya Fields of the BLK Projek, Chef JJ Johnson of Ingrained Hospitality, Linh-Tienv Yan of MOLG Magazine, moderated by Jeff Gordinier. Food and Drinks Editor at Esquire, organized by ghetto gastro.
--- | Henrikke Van, atelier LUMA |
--- | IdeasCity Arles Fellows, moderated by Joseph Grima |
2:20pm |
--- | Rasmussen Nielson of Superflex, Art Collective |
2:40pm |
3:00pm | Teddy Cruz and Fiona Forman, Artists and Architects, UCSD Cross-Border Initiative |
4:00pm |
--- | Natsuko Uchino. Francis Tseng, Unai Reglero, and Hilgefort, Ekene Ijeoma, Fei Liu, Cara Michel, Vivas, Kunal Gupta, Tommy Haddock, Jason Bedir, Eduardo Cassina, Gabriela Córdoba |
5:00pm |
--- | Ingrid LaFleur, Arts Advocate and Politician |
6:00pm |
--- | Mayors Panel |
7:00pm |
--- | Downtown hospitality, Linyee Yuan of MOLD |
8:00pm |
--- | independent cultural spaces New York |
9:00pm |
--- | City Arts Alliance as Defiance |
10:00pm |
--- | Actions for the City by IdeasCity Fellows |
11:00pm |
--- | Bosum: Poetry Slam |
12:00am |
--- | Kamau Poeety Slam |
1:00am |
--- | Paul Ramirez Jonas, Artist and Educator |
2:00am |
--- | independent cultural spaces New York |
3:00am |
--- | City Arts Alliance as Defiance |
4:00am |
--- | Actions for the City by IdeasCity Fellows |
5:00am |
--- | Bosum: Poetry Slam |
6:00am |
--- | Paul Ramirez Jonas, Artist and Educator |
7:00am |
--- | independent cultural spaces New York |
8:00am |
--- | City Arts Alliance as Defiance |
9:00am |
--- | Actions for the City by IdeasCity Fellows |
10:00am |
--- | Bosum: Poetry Slam |
11:00am |
--- | Paul Ramirez Jonas, Artist and Educator |
12:00pm |
--- | independent cultural spaces New York |
1:00pm |
--- | City Arts Alliance as Defiance |
2:00pm |
--- | Actions for the City by IdeasCity Fellows |
3:00pm |
--- | Bosum: Poetry Slam |
IdeasCity food vendors are located on Rivington St. between Bowery and Chrystie St.

Open 11am–5pm

Amanny Ahmad
Eat Offbeat
Hester Street Café at New Museum
Hot Bread Kitchen
Nafis Condiments
NYturre NY Natto
Of Mung Bean
Phiriik NYC
Po-Po’s
STAY HUNGRY
The Awkward Scone
The Cocinita
O! MungBean
NYrture NY Natto
Nafis Condiments
Hot Bread Kitchen

Organized by Hester Street Fair and Ghetto Gastro

Leadership support for IdeasCity New York and the IdeasCity Fellowship program is provided by The Rockefeller Foundation.

Additional support for IdeasCity New York is provided by the Stavros Niarchos Foundation.

A/D/O is the design partner for IdeasCity New York.

A/D/O is the design partner for IdeasCity New York.

Organized by Hester Street Fair and Ghetto Gastro

Sponsors

Global Social Engagement Partner
LUMA Foundation
Host Partner
NYC Parks

Leadership support for IdeasCity New York and the IdeasCity Fellowship program is provided by The Rockefeller Foundation.

Additional support for IdeasCity New York is provided by the Stavros Niarchos Foundation.

Further information can be found at the Hester Street Fair website.
#49 Manifesting The Well-Tempered City
Jonathan Rose

#50 The Task of Designing for Public Art
Justin Garrett Moore

#51 Bringing New York’s Black Heritage into Public Consciousness
Kamau Ware

#52 The Atlanta BeltLine
Kasim Reed

#53 The Laundromat as a Site for Building Community Networks
Kemi Ilesanmi

#54 Makoko Floating School
Kunlé Adeyemi

#55 Reviving Governor’s Island as a Public Green Cultural Space
Leslie Koch

#56 Around-the-Clock Live Radio Station
The Lot Radio

#57 Environmental Justice for the South Bronx
Majora Carter

#58 Designing the Future of Detroit
Maurice Cox

#59 Revival Field
Mel Chin

#60 Community Guidelines to Arts Production in Detroit
Memorandum of Understanding

#61 Peer-to-Peer Networks
Michel Bauwens

#62 Community Tools for Cultural Expression
Mil M2

#63 5 Lines of Political Inquiry
MTL+

#64 Network for Migrant Women
Nadina Christopoulou

#65 Platform for Art and Culture in Athens
NEON

#66 Art, Design, and Technology Incubator
NEW INC

#67 A World without Work
Nick Srnicek

#68 Unused Land as Public Green Space
North Brooklyn Urban Farm

#69 Reclaiming Detroit’s North End through the Arts
Oakland Avenue Artists Coalition

#70 Cooperative Kitchen
Options FoodLab

#71 Detroit Dirt
Pashon Murray

#72 Augmented Reality Game Revealing Cities Patternist

#73 Half-Truths and the Subversion of Citizenship
Paul Ramírez Jonas

#74 Water-Filtering Floating Pool
+POOL

#75 Research-Based Urban Projects
Point Supreme Architects

#76 The Future of the Countryside
Rem Koolhaas

#77 Preserving Digital Culture
Rhizome

#78 Revitalization through Art
Rick Lowe

#79 Preserving Chinatown
Robert Lee

#80 Tools to End Chronic Homelessness
Rosanne Haggerty

#81 The Secret Society of Twisted Storytellers
Satori Shakoor

#82 Farm-to-Table Food Co-op
Solid’Arles

#83 Gulf Futurism
Sophia Al-Maria

#84 RAM House
Space Caviar

#85 Portable Urban Bubble for Public Engagement Spacebuster

#86 The City as Work in Progress
Storefront for Art and Architecture

#87 Design Your Own Public Space
Streetmix

#88 Extreme Participation for Civic Engagement
Superflex

#89 Immigrant Movement International
Tania Bruguera

#90 Sustainable Design for Social Housing
Tatiana Bilbao

#91 Collaborative Strategies for Cross-Border Urban Intervention
Teddy Cruz and Fonna Forman

#92 Community Dialogues in Chinatown
The W.O.W. Project

#93 Creating Art Platforms for Neighborhood Transformation
Theaster Gates

#94 OpenStructures System
Thomas Lommée

#95 Learning from the Mediterranean Wetlands
Tour du Valat

#96 Reimagining Surveillance and Data Collection
Trevor Paglen

#97 Place-Based Social Innovation
unMonastery

#98 Crossroads Conversations
Van Alen Institute

#99 Jazz Landscapes
Walter Hood

#100 East Harlem Neighborhood Plan
WXY Studio